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Org,anizatio:as Take Awards 
. . . WVXLI wins Region 
XU 
Rifles_ Top Natipn f<>r target shooting in a standing 
position. . 
BY MIKE CHASE 
. __:The National Postal Physical 
'I:rainifig Award went to Cindy Betz; 
the; company's Commanding Officer, 
.Xavier's Pershing Rifles were for 'best individual score on the phys-
narned #1 iri the nation this past ical fitness .test. 
weekend, April 27-28 at the· Na- . Betz said she was surprised to-win 
tionaL Convention and Competition · the fitness award. "! knew I had a 
of Pershing Rifles at Purdue Univer- . good score, but I didn't think I'd 
~ sity. · · - ' be the bes_t. I'm happy!" 
The company was named the be.st The Pershing Rifles team placed 
out of 122 participating 'chapters of fourth in -the nation and won their 
Pershing Rifles from across the na- regiment, which .consisted of ll 
tion. Pershing Rifles is a military other companies. Members wh9,.par-
. club at Xavier that participates in ticipated in, this were Unit Com-
such activities as shooting, drill mander Steve Koenig, Annette An- _ 
(marching and formations), rapelling drews, Teddy Shelton, Tony Blaes, 
and other military exercises. · Chris Blaes, Rhonda Pollack, Beth 
Aside from the Best_ Company Johnson, Freddie Stonestreet, Dana 
Award, other awards diat the club Weaver, Ben Johnson, Marty Joyce, 
or its members received include: · and Anita Bray. . 
'-Second place!' in National Postal The drill team practiced for the 
Rifle Match 1984-85 (target shoot- competition at 6:30 in the morning 
ing). . every morning for over three weeks 
-Highest Standing Score - Indi-
vidual 1984-85 went to Chris Blaes' 






SPRING SEMESTER 1985 
Xavier University libraries will again be open ex· · 
tended hours during exam periods this semester. 
Library hours are: 
. ~· Friday, May 3 :B:OO AM·. 5:00 PM (McDonald) . 
8:00 PM · 10:00 PM (Lodge) . ' 
Saturday, May 4 8:oo:AM • 4:30 PM (McDonald). 
8:00 AM • NOON; 4:00 PM-· 10:00 PM (Lodge) . 
Sunday, May 5 
Thursday, May 9 8:00 AM · 1:00 AM (McDonald) 
The lower level of Brennan library, Edgecliff ~am· 
pus, will remain open for study 24 hours. 
Eight of nine possible radio awards 
were captured - hy news personnel 
from WVXU, Xavier University's 
public radio station, ·in the 1981·85 
"Mark of Excellence Contest" for 
collegiate journalists. Sponso~ed by 
The Society of Professional Journal-
ists (Sigma Delta Chi), the awards 
were given for tqe. regicm including 
' Ohio, West Virginia, Michigan and 
Western Pennsylvania. 
T:he recipientS ·from WVXU are: 
Tom Eiser, first place in radio news/ 
non-deadline for a feature on Orville 
Rederibacher and second· place in 
radio spot news/deadline for election 
night coverage; Matt Reis,' first place 
in radio spot . news/ deadline for a 
story on the Vietnam Veteran Mem-
~rial, and second place ·for a radio 
documentary; Margee Schlimm, sec-
ond place in radio news/non:dead-
line for a feature on Nicorette gum. 
. Third place awards .went to: Ted 
· Tegenkamp, radio news/non-dead; 
line, for a feature on the "Indiana 
Jones" movie; Karen Egan, radio 
spot news/deadline for election night 
reactions from the polls; and Tim 
Troxel for a radio documentary. 
· The first place winners are auto-
matically enter~d in national com-
petition. 
World renowned jazz pianist Dave Brubeck will visit Cincinnati this summer. See page 8. 
World Affairs Conference Held 
BY CAROLYN PARTRIDGE 
"As we move toward the close of 
this century .. what are the main 
global challenges before us?" was 
the topic of discussion at the thirty-
first annual Conference on Interna-
tional Affairs held by the Cincinnati 
Council on World Affairs last Friday, 
April 26 at the Convention Center. 
The event was -sponsored by the 
Council, Xavier University, and the 
University of CincinnatL 
·Di. Jon Moulton, chairman of the 
international affairs program at Xav-
ier, is a member of the Cincinnati 
Council on World Affairs. Be func= -
tions as the Council's contact person 
here on Xavier's campus. 
The program consisted of three 
parts: on ·opening session, panel dis-
cussions, and a conference dinner/ 
closing session. . 
According to Mr.Jlloberr A. Brand, 
who presided over the opening ses-
sion, the topic for the day's di'scus-
sion was, ."How do developed de-
mocracies manage change to attain 
sions were Dr. C. Michael Aho, Sen-
ior Fellow-Economics, Council on 
Foreign Relations, who.spoke on eco-
nomic topics; Dr. Robert L. Pfaltz-
graff, Jr., President, Institute for For-
eign Policy Analysis, who spoke on 
political and military issues; and Mr. 
Robert W. Reford,' of Reford~Mc­
Candless International Institute, who 
spoke on the impact of technology. 
Aho described d~e economy of the 
rest· of the twentieth century as one 
characterized bv "the three 'd's': 
deficits, the doilar, and debts.'' He 
mentioned that nations should "not 
take actions that resist change, which 
can rigidify economies.'' 
to use it - the hardware comes· 
from before the software." According -
to the technology expert, "we must 
decide what sort of world we want 
to live in and work backwards from 
there.". ' -
The panel discussions featured 
representatives from Europe, includ-
ing London, Bonn and Paris; Japan; 
and North America, taking in the 
U:S. and Canada. The representa-
tives included army generals, mem-
bers of government, college profos-
sors, and representatives of the 
business field. 
The closing session was a dinner 
followed by a commentary on major 
issues of the conference. A feature 
Pfaltzgraff pointed out the emer- address was also given by Mr .Earl 
gence of.."new non-state actors, such W. Foell, Editor-in-Chief of The 
as terrorists, in the relatively new Chrfrtian Science Monitor. 
glo~al internati~nal system.:· The The Cincinnati Council on World 
topic of ~roadening per~pect1ves on Affairs also sponsors approximately 
other nations was brought up, and , . h ear in which 
Pf: 1 ff. . d , , f e1g t programs per y a ~zgra ":'arne on a note . o s eakers from federal agencies give a 
,caution that increased understanding P h d h Id qu stion and 
· h' ·1· " speec an o a e 
" and sustain progressive order until may mcrease ostt tty. answer period with various professors 
Reford stated, "technology seems and notables in the area. These 
to be developed before we know how meetings are not open to the public, 
the year 2000?" -
Featured as leading panel discus-
. . . 
'f' I I'•< I I I I'' 
,,_., 
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News .Briefs "'·Dana's .Celebrates 50th_ 
•, 
Management Society · 
The Management Society will hold 
its final meeting on Thursday, May 
2 at 7 p.m. in the Regis Room of, 
the. University Center. Elections will 
be held for officers for 1985-86. 
available at the Commuter Council 
office and the O'Connor Sp~rts Cen-
ter. Also to be held: Three on Three 
Power Sand Volleyball and co:Re. 
Sand Volleyball. Deadline for sign-
ups and rosters is May 7. 
Library Notice 
Commuter Council The circulation Departments at 
Applica,tions are now being a~cepted Brennan and McDoqald Library and 
for Commuter Council Secretary and . Lodge . Learning Laborarory remind 
Treasurer.· Applications are available you to return your· library books 
at the Commuter Council Office and before you· go home for the summer. 
at the Student Government office~ 
Deadline for application is May 3. 
Career. Planning and Placement 
The staff of Career ·Planning and 
Placement will be available through-
University Committee Openings out the summer to assist student 
The following University Committees and graduates by providing a num-
have openings for Student Represen- ber of career. development and place-
tatives: Admissions and Financial ment serviCes. Part-time and ~umme 
Aid Committee, Athletic Board, job listings and. a summer employ· 
Committee on Awards, Convocation ment binder are available for those 
& Commencement, Budget Review students··.who are searching for em-
Committee, Discipline Committee, ployment. Third year and graduate 
Fine and Performing Arts Commit· students who are searching for majo 
tee, Edgecliff Committee, Library related work experiences are encour-
Committee, Space Committee, Stu- -- aged to. submit resumes to the CP&P 
dent Programs and Publication Com- resume referral service. Individual-
mittee, and the Board · of. Under- ized appointments can be arranged 
graduate Studies. Appiicadons are to perfect employment skills. CP&P 
available at the Information Desk or will continue to forward Student In-
at the S.G.A. office. Application terview Forms on 'job opportunifie$ 
deadline is Monday, May 6 at 5 p-.m. listed with the office and seniors are 
in the S.G.A. office. encouraged to replace .. their Student 
Summec Spotts 
Rosters and/or individual sign-ups 
for Summer Co-Rec Softball are 
Interview Forms with updated re-
sumes upon gradua,tion. Summe 
hours for CP&P are 8 a.m. to 4:30 
p.ril., Monday through Friday. Fa 
more information contact Jame 
Fisher at 745-3141. 
BY ANNETTE RECEVEUR 
This April marked the 50th an· 
niversary of the birth of: Dana Gar, 
dens, a landmark of sorts for Xavier 
students and alumni. 
The :original. owner of Dana's is 
84-year•old Dan· pelaney, ·who has 
liv~d near Xavier's. campus for the 
last 26 years. Delaney started Dana's 
· back in Ap!il of 1935. He doesn't 
remember the exact date but does 
remember quite a bit about those 
first few years. 
Prohibition . had~ ended in 1933 
and the. Great Depression was then 
. in full swing. Delaney recalls that 
he started out with "only a beer 
license" and sold :15-cent fish sand-
wiches; The beer he sold back then 
went for 5 and 10 cents. He and his 
wife worked almost 20 hours a day 
because they couldn't afford to hire 
help. 
As he put it, "In the summer I'd 
make a few bucks and in the winter 
I'd starve to death." · 
In i937 Deianey obtained a liqucir 
license and. launched the former ·fire 
house into new life as a bar. 
Delaney remembers Xavier stu~ 
dents in those days. ·~Daria's was-
kinq of a stag bar then," he re-
marked. "Some kids would shc;iw up, 
then a few more, then a few more,'' 
until he had a regular show of 15 
or 20 students a week. ' 
When students would come to 
Dana's for the first time, they wpuld. 
act like "big shots," but they were 
always gentlemen by their senior 
. year, he said. 
He has quite a. collection of stories 
from -those days. · 
There was a kid he .remembers 
who 'would always leave the· restroom 
light bulbs in the t~ilet when he 
came by. 
"I'd always say, 'Kevin, I'm 
gonna break your neck,' and he'd 
/just laugh at me. He came back 15 
t=::;;:;::;;:;=========================' · years later for Homecoming and said 
Life Eth·ics· Discussed 
BY HOLLY DIBERT 
''The Seamless Garment: A 
Forum on a Consistent Life Ethic'' 
was the topic of discussion on Mon-
day, April 22, in the Terrace Room 
of the University Center. The eve-
ning revolved around the lectures of 
Dr. Bernard Gendreau of the phi-
· lbsophy department and the Rev. 
Joseph Bracken, S.J., chairman of 
the theology department. The eve-
ning was sponsored by Paic Christi 
and Campus Ministry. 
The speakers addressed approxi-
mately thirty-five people, among 
· Free information from 
the Fedrral Government is 
available to you at more 
than 1380 Depository Ll· 
brarles across the country. 
Congress established the 
Depository Library Pro-
grdm in 1814 to provide 
free access to Govern· 
ment information. 
- To find the Federal De-
pository In your area, 
con tact your local library 
or llTilr to the Federal 
Depositor)' Library 
Program, Office ol the 
Public Printer, Wdshington, 
DC 20401. 
·them Xavier students and members 
of the community. The discussion 
concerned ways of attaining a per-
sonal, consistent life ethic. 
Gendreau 's latest essay, entitled 
"A Rationale of Consciousness II 
and Contemporary Liberation Move-
ments,'' was published in II Reveival 
Dell' Irrazionale. Bracken is the au-
thor of The Tn'une Svmbol: Person, 
Process, · and Community. This is 
Bracken's most recent work and may . 
be found in the Xavier bookstore. 
The speakers maintained that bne 
should have. consistent ethics on 
abortion, capital punishment and 
suicide. 
Afte'r the initial lectures given by 
the two speakers, a question and 
answer period· followed~- One ques-
tion dealt with the way to make 
people aware of the fact that there 
are many points of ·view on each 
issue, and that one must consider 
all sides of an issue before making 
a rational decision. Both spi::akers 
stressed the need for self-education 
as well as for informing others about 
• the morality and· seriousness of iSsues 
that deal with life. 
Summer Tutoring Offered 
Parents with children who need 
ext.ca help with reading will find tJ:>.e 
answers in the summer tutoring pro-
gram ·in this area, a part of Xavier 
University's Summer Sessions. 
Tutoring is based on the child's 
individual needs determined by a 
complete battery of tests of reading 
skills .. Graduate level students spe-
cializing in remedial reading do the 
testing and tutoring. 
Tutoring sessions will be held from 
12:15-1:45 p.m. on May 15, June· 
20, 24, 25, 26,. and 27, and July 1, 
2, 3, 8, 9, 10, 11. The cost for all 
12 sessions (18 hours) plus the testing 
session is $45. For an application or 
more information, call 745-3656. 
The required evaluation. testing 
must be completed before tutoring 
begins. Tests ~ill be given between 
May 15 and May 30. 
'Do you remember.me?'. and .I said, _'·'I'd do the cookin' and the place 
'Y.ou onery little so-and-so."' , C'would be jammed," he said. 
Delaney· recalls other alumni who·. Delaney usually did do the cook-
have come back to- see him. ''At ing except for one unusual .night 
Homecoming there would be 20 or· when so~e alumn.i popped in, sat 
30 ~ids sittin'. on the floor. They'd • him down arid started :doing·. the 
all· come down in groups· and some- cooking for him, ''They 'Wer(taking 
times ·s~ay overnight,'' he ·said. the money and. tending bar too. The 
Now maybe four or five all!mni register came out within a dollar,'' " 
drop in. Delaney keeps a box of toys - he remarked. 
around in case they bring their. chit- Delaney retired . in· 1966 and ·his 
dren too. .. son, Dan Delaney Jr., now ~runs Dan-
. Celebrations .. were ahvays a big a's. . 
part of.Dana's. Delaney fondly re- . He says he still vi~its Dana's ~om~-· 
mem_bers the nights after big foot· times but mostly _Dana's .visits him 
ball games. ._ · ' . in i:he form of formec ·studCnts who 
"It ·was wild," he said. ""Espe.' drop by and sen.d him Christmas .. 
cially after.a game against Dayton,'' cards and even a wedding invitation• 
the rival team back then. on one occasion. · 
St. Patrick's Day was also cause · He would have told more ;tories, 
for celebration because Delaney but ·he added with a smile, "'You 
comes from an Irish background. wou~dn't be able to print 'em." · 
Dana Gardens, Xavier's favorite hot·~·p~t celebrates 50 years. 
Rotary Scholarships Available 
BY MARIE TOLBERT tional supplies and other school fees. 
The Rotary Club of Cincinnati has - The Foundation awards this schol-
announced that it is now accepting arship to over· 10o·students each year. 
applications for the Rotary Founda- · Awards are limited to those students 
tion Fellowship Scholarship Ayvards living in Hamilton County and /or 
for the 1986-87 scholastic year. attending school here .. 
Represeqting Hamilton County, The four main types of· scholar-
the Rotary Club of Cincinnati was. ships to be awarded are graduate 
established in 1910 and is the 17th scholarships, vocational scholarships, 
club in the country. The Rotary teacher of the handicapped scholar-
Foundation itself . was founded in ships and journalism scholarships. 
1905 in Chicago and since then. has The applicant must have at Ieast two 
built and established many clubs all years of work experience in the field 
over the country with Cincinnati in which he/she is applying and 
being one of the earliest. ' must be within the age range of 18 
Each year for 37 years, the Rotary · through 50 (Graduate Scholarship, 
Club has awarded scholarships to no work experience; age range 18 
students for one year in the field of thru 30). Applications and inforc 
foreign studies, providing round trip mation may be obtained from the 
transportation between the student's Rotary Club of Cincinnati, 35 West 
home and place of study and in- 5th St. Cincinnati, Ohio 45202 or 
eluding in the scholarship registra- by calling, (513) 421-1080. The 
tion, tuition, laboratory, room, . deadline for application is July 15, 




AT CONEY ISIAl'jD 
WE ARE NOW ACCEPTING 
APPLICATIONS FOR THE 1985 
SUMMER CONCERT SEASON 
ALL 'POSITIONS OPEN 
(SOME AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY) 
PLEASE SEND RESUME/APPLICA.TION 
BY MAY 10 TO 
RIVERBEND MUSIC CENTER 
P. 0. BOX 3039 
CINCINNATI, OH 45201 
~. I "'"• ... •• > ..... , ... • - ·-- ....... , ... ~ .......... ~· ... ,...,._- "''~ - .. " - ,,. ._ ...... - ' 0. - .. • .... lo ..... ,. 0 "' ._ ' .. a < 4- • • 
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·Departmental Review: 
· · IS lnc;:rease~ Competition 
BY LINDA FOSTER Computer Science concentrates 
With th'i: computerization of just more on the computer itself regard-
about all areas of life, practical busi- less of the application. These stu-
. ness applications of computers have .dents need to take mathematics. 
become increasingly more important While both majors "need a logical 
(not co mention more lucrative). It mind," I.S. sees the computer as "a: 
is necessary for smdents to develop tool'' and applies it to business prob-
the practical and analyticar skills to !ems. 
be competitive in this dyMmic field. Both departments have worked 
The· Information. Systems and Deci- . with tq~ ,Office .. of ,Admission~ to 
sion Sciences Department, whose clear up the confusion for incoming 
chairman is Dr. Marcia Ruwe, ·e:n.. students. Anyone expressing an in-
deavors to do this task here at Xavier terest in computers is sent a letter 
and_ to keep up to date on students' . describing the differences between 
'needs.· · · · . . ·,. . .the 'two. Still at the erid of freshman 
Information Systems is an under- year there are. a numl:>e.r of people 
graduate major and an MBA. con- who transfer. Ail in. all, there i~ a 
centration. Decision science involves lot of overlap and cooperation be-
. che teaching of quantitative business tween the two departments. · , 
classes and ·statistics. There is no Ruwe feels that the students are a 
·=::..:":·.. .··.;·-. 
~ ... ' ... 
~/. '· '<:·"> 
The riew editorial staff for the 1985·86 Xavier News includes: (Front L·R) Managing Editor Brian Stapleton, Editor-in· 
Chief Paul Blair, Business Manager Theresa Leininger, and Photo Editor Mike Huffman. (Back) News Editors Li 
Viqueira and Carolyn Partridge, Scoreboard Editor Tom Jordan, Sports Editors Mike Chase and Bill Smith, 
Commentary Editor .Doug Moll. Not pictured· is Entertainment Editor John Tymoski. 
undergraduate major in Decision Sci- major asset for the department. "We _ 
ences although there is · a11 MBA_ have ·some really outstanding stu- To improve the program, Ruwe "This is a need. Employers are out edge. 
concentration. It is mostly a service dents," she noted. Often they dou- ·sees the need for a microcomputer ·there," Ruwe .said. The department Ruwe hopes that if students have 
area. Business undergraduate stu- ble majo~ in marketi_ng, finance or 
1 
lab. In the MBA program is is. re- has been working with the Office of any suggestions they will free to 
dents only cake two courses .in this •ocher .business areas.· "We hope we quired that students take a:computer · Career Planning· and Placement to con"'._ey chem to the department. In 
area, Business Statistics and Quan- - have a good rapport with students," related course. "At chat level it help students find internships and order to get f~edback, they are send-
titacive Methods.- she added. The faculty tries to keep should be taught on a microcom- employment opportunities. . ing a "piggyback" questionnaire to 
A small. group of seven to ten in touch with students. For exarpple, puter," she said. Dr. Francis V Mas- Ruwe would like to see more fac- former I.S. majors along with the 
students take ·Decision science as she notes that there are sev,ral .stu- triana,, Dean of the College of Busi- ulty added to the department but questionnaires sent by Career Plan-
their MBA concentration. "It's not dents who didn't come in forcoun- ness Administration, has been · feels this is unrealistic until they get ning and Placement to. alumni five 
like IS. There's not that high of a seling at preregistration:·..:Ff;~.fa"'C~ity. working on funding and they hope more students. They have cue down years after they've graduated. The 
demand," said Ruwe. The depart- is making an effort t6".'contact these to have the lab in the fall. on part-time faculty. Most courses purpose is to improve the program 
ment sees Decision Sciences as "one students and find out the reason A change in the catalogue se- are taught by full time faculty, and "see what needs updating." 
·part of the entire business student." · because it is very important chat the quence cif courSS§ is also in the whc;ther day or night classes. This is This department is a relatively new 
Often, students fail to see· the correct courses be taken. Ruwe said, works. Students can be employed in a kind of "quality control" whether one and finishes its second year in 
difference between an Information "If you don't stay on track you could industry after completing the students are in the Division of Con- July. It was formerly a part of the 
Systems and a Computer Science ma- lose a whole year." Because of the COBOL course which is now taken tinuing Education or Undergraduate ,Management Department which 
jor. ''Computer Science is certainly sequence of courses in the catalogue in the second semester, junior year.• Day. They don't want to eliminate housed 'all three disciplines. However 
a much better known name,'1 stated. and the times they are offered, Ruwe They are planning co· move this part time faculty completely. Many chis arrangement became too large 
Ruwe. Therefore, when a. student noted,' it is critical that ''StudeOts course up in the sequenc~:· perhaps. of these professors. are active in in- and urimanageable so the depart- · 
says Computer Science, he "often gee in the right classes at the right to sophomore year in order to help dustry .and other outside areas. They ment was formed as soon as there 
means Informatioq Systems. time." students get a. 'job more ,q1;1ickly. _:can supply a lot of practical kno;vl- was enough faculty to break away. 
1
----..;:....:...-..,...---..,...----------,....,....-""'."."'----·_:,, _ _;,_·_·_~-~~-.:...._:;__.:_.:._ _____ ..:__:_ ______ ...... ___ ..:_ __ .:__;,_I 
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! XAVIER FOOD COl\IMITTEE ! 
I I 
I SURVEY I 
I . -1 






Thank you for taking the time to fill out this survey. The Xavier Food Committee, 
newly formed and independent of any existing organizatfon, would like your 
opinion on some importapt food issues. We meet with Dining Services ·admin-
istrators and Student .Development staff regularly to improve the food service 
. here at Xavier. Your input is imp01·tant. 
A. Basie Information 
1. What meal plan are your currently on? ) 12 ( ') 19 
2. In general, how many meals a week do you usually eat? 
3. On a scale of 1 to 10 with. 1 representing poor and 10 representing excellent, 
please circle· the riumber that best represents your feelings about the 
following attributes of the food service. 
Food quality 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Variety of food · .. rl\ 2 '3 4 5 6 7 8 9 lb 
; ~ 
Hot food hot 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Cold food cold ".'- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Salad bar 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Overall pfesentation 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Any items featured too often? 
I would like to have the. following items featured more: -------
. ' 
4. . What about the employees? How would you rate their attitude overall? 
-----Warm and friendly 




Dining Room Environment 
How suitable is the .Main Dining Room ("the Caf') as an environment in 
which to eat? 




· ( ) Very unpleasant 
) ) never really noticed · 
2. Which of the following modifications would make the cafeteria a better place 
to eat? .(Choose as many as·yoµ like. Feel free to_ add some.) 
) Heavy-duty carpet,. ) New tile 
. ) A reorganized food line 
) Better tables 
) Better chairs 
Other: ________________________ _ 
3. Further comments about the environment:-------------
Thank you for your time. Questions may be directed to. John Williams, Director 
of Dining Services or Peg Dillon, Dean of Students. 
FURTHER COMMENTS: 
I Downright unfriendly . 
L---~--~----------------~-----------..:..-~----~---~----~-------------..,...-,....--
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Freedom To Write 
@ I•\ . " 
It is normal human behavior to take for granted those things char we 
cherish most. As Americans; we have something to cherish that most other 
people of the worl? can only dream of: fre~~o~ of speech. We ~re ~ree. to 
say virtually anything we want to say, or cr1t1c1ze any person or mst1tut1on 
we want to criticize, no matter. how invalid the criticism. It is a freedom . 
that most do not bother to appreciate.· 
We are fortunate in that this freedom extends to the Xavier community, 
and t~ the Xavier News. Yet, recently the. opinion has surfaced that the 
Xavier News should disregard those writers who do not subscribe fully to 
the official ~osition of the University. 
The :Xavier News would like to state its disapproval of siich an attitude 
that can only lead to full-scale censorship and restriction of free speech. 
On the Xavier campus, you can find publications cadging from the· Birch. 
Log to. Socialist Action. The News should also present such a diversity of 
views; it is a newspaper's duty to provide its readers with not just both 
sides of an issue, but a/I legitimate sides. 
We would like to let it be known that the Xavier News is a newspaper 
free of any ideological persuasion. We are open to all ideas, and. we would 
not permit censorship that would limit the ·scope of opinion or interfere 
with fair and honest reporting on our pages. 
As the new News staff, we feel it is necessary to State this posmon of 
objectivity and fairness. We will not turn away a piece of writing be.cause 
we do not agree with it. There are many on· t~is campus who do not 
subscribe to Catholic teachings and the News has always allowed these 
individuals to be heard. We have no intehtion of changing this policy. 
Do not be afraid to write for the Xavier News, no· matter what your 
religious, political, or moral beliefs. A 'free press breeds free minds, and 
this is quite in line with the goals of a liberal arts college. 
·Freedom T<> Park 
BY BRENDAN G. KING 
GUEST COLUMNIST 
The feasibility of reserving another entire row in the North Lot for faculty, 
staff and administration will be of further discussion in the Parking Sub- . 
Committee. The article on parking that appeared in the Xavier News on 
April 18 represented a very clear an~ accurate position that Student 
Government will have concerning this matter. S.G.A. will, whole-heartedly 
oppose any p_roposals for increased reserved parking. spaces in the North 
Lot. So far .this year, North Lot has lost" eight student spaces due to parallel 
parking and eight more spaces due to reserved parking. As the only group 
that pays for parking stickers, we feel that it is extremely unjust to have 
ciur best parking spaces turried into reserved parking for faculty, staff and 
administration. 
Another issue dealing with parking that Student Government will strongly 
oppose is the proposed ten percent fee increase for student parking stickers 
for the '86-87 academic school year. Again, as the only group that pays for · 
parking stickers, and with the constant increases in tuition, room and 
board, students at Xavier want to be able tci acquire special financial 
assistance in order to do so. Furthermore, S.G.A. questions the validity of 
any sort of fee increase to student parki1_ig when few or little repairs have 
been made to the lots students park in to justify such an increase. 
The student representatives on the Parking Sub-Committee will continue 
to work and promote ,more incentiyes to reduce the parking fee, like the 
incentive oLa reduced five dollar parking sticker for 185 students who opt 
to park at the Cohen Center next semester, but at the same time will 
strongly oppose any sort of fee increase on student parking stickers and any 
additional reserved parking spaces in the North Lot. 
Brendan G. King is the chair of thf! Student Representatives to University 
Committees. 
rudebarbs 
AT i::1~ST YOU 
COU\..D JUST M/>,lc:'.6 
DEPOS'ITS WITH 
i"'osi: Tl-II NGS. 
Randall K. Hylkema 
Permission to rsprlnt this cartoon In periodicals Is ht1rllby granted, pro11/dsd It ls accompanied by Ibis notice: Reprinted with permission from REASON m!'gszlne. 
Copyright © 1985 by the Reason Foundation, Box 40105, Senta Barbare, CA 93140. * 
1m·proving~ Xavier: Some Ideas 
BY MIKE CHASE 
While sitting in the library the 
other ·day trying to read through 
some church history, I was thinking 
about ways that XU could be im-
proved. Aside from the· fact that we 
have a budget deficit and can't afford 
to do these things, I thought I'd 
toss out a couple of the ·ideas I had 
to be discussed over summer. 
Academically, the school could im-
prove in a couple ways. The most 
notable way is faculty. When I came 
to this school, one of its b_iggest 
selling points was its teacher-to-stu-
dent ratio. It might still be. But 
I'm getting moie and more classes 
with 30 or 40 people in them. 
I am also noticing a lack of teach-
ers to take in certain areas. If I don't 
want to take a certain teacher for a 
required class, my options are ~-very 
limited .. This shouldn't be. Com-
munication Arts, my major, . is a 
prime offender. Some areas have only 
one or two teachers for whole groups 
of courses with a major emphasis. 
One good point I've noticed, how-
ever, is that the faculty is very willing 
to help students .here. They do- care 
about how a student is doing. This 
helps make up for any shortages. 
And. although there are a few ·excep-
dons, the teachers generally can 
make material understandable to stu-
dents in individual meetings. . 
Another way I think the school · 
could he improved is to work on the 
required core curriculum. Either ex-
pand it or contract it - I don't 
think it's doing its job now. I per-
sonally favor expanding it, adding 
extra courses designed for it. Drop~ 
ping the .requirement for one phi-
losophy course (preferably area II 
cqurses if you ask me) and for one 
theology course could free students 
to take courses on i:he real world 
around them. An overview course of 
economics, of· business, and/or of 
international events would bring a 
student into the 1980's more readily 
than learning what Thomas Aquinas 
said about primary matter. 
I personally am seeking a well-
rounded background out of Xavier. 
That's the reason I came to a liberal-
arts college . and not into a job-
training _school. I came., to g~t)n~ . 
formed on criminal justice as well as 
other things in my major. Yes, it is 
impractical for most students to learn 
some of these things, but I think 
that these subjects are more. practical 
than some of the required courses. 
(Not just the theo. classes and .phi-
losophy classes ei~her. Other areas of 
areas of the core could" be adjusted 
too. Most notably science courses for 
non-science majors.) 
A number of less-serious things 
that I'd like to see Xavier get include 
a track to run on, a place to get a· 
cup of coffee and a donut at all 
hours of the . night and weekend, 
and some national publicity. 
I think most of the sports teams 
· would appreciate a track. Just a cin- · 
der track ·that's a quarter-mile so 
that runners don't have to run up 
and down Victory Parkway on the 
street in the middle of winter when 
cars can't -see them because of the 
snow. Truth to tell, just getting si-
dewalk on Victory would be an im-
provement, but a track would be 
very nice. 
Publicity is something that I'm 
sure the school wants to get. It is 
trying, especially with the basketball 
team. Basketball is a top-grade pub-
licity-getter, but when "it's out of 
season,' not much happens. Somehow 
the school has to get its name around 
a little more. · 
As a last word, I"d like to wish 
all the graduating seniors good luck . 
in the real world, and truth to tell, 
I'm glad it's not me yet. 
Have a good summer, everybody! 
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Letters--__;;_....,;__.....;__-------------~---~--~---
please don't . litter, and if you. see 
• someone litter ask . that person lo 
pick it up and put it where it be-
'1' m a· very' busy person. For this longs. It is such a simple thing to 
reason I've never editorialized my --do; 
· • views before; though there are sun- I remember an older TV campaign 
: 4iy'topiCs more worthy.o( qJnsider- commercial about H~tering; yoq · 
ation than inost that grace this pa- probably remember it too. An old 
per: But a certain activity, not new American Indian is standing along-
to ·the students- of this university has side a highway: A car, probably full 
reached: epidemic proportions with of Xavier students fresh from drink-
the advent of summer weather. This.·. ing, goes sc~dding by and the in-
. heinous activity haS outraged me to ' habitants hurl their trash out the car 
the point that I can no longer remain . window splattering our Indian friend 
silent. . ·with it. It ends with a close-4p of 
. If I were trying to be optimistic the tear forming in his eye. It makes 
about it, I would simply say that me sad too.. · · 
people are merely missing the trash ' As Holden Caulfield said, "That's 
cans. But we all know this is far the whole trouble. You. can't' ever 
·-- from the truth. Some students at find a place that's nice and peace-
this university don't everi try to put ful." 
- their trasl\in the can, they·just drop 
it where they stand. These students 
are exitctly .what they· throw upon 
the ground, trash. What kind of a 
person. is so irresponsible, so sense-
less in his/her habits, anq,so obli-
vious to the effects of such an act?·-
Such a person must chiefly be char-
acterized by his/her boundless sel-
fishness and ignorance. . 
We all want to enjoy the beflutiful 
campus which surrounds us. These 
people· ruin it for all of us, not to 
mention the impression people, pro-
spective students, or administrators 
from other univer~ities get when· they 
· visit our campus and see the lawns 
strewn with flyers, pop cans and cups 
'from~the Grill or Dciwnunder; 
Every day I encounter and see 
more_ simple~minded students. I 
wonder where they all come. from. 
These students are the ones who will 
say, in a tone suggesting they ac-
. tually accept such a defense as valid, 
that people get paid to pick up their 
trash. What a poor excuse, the kind 
typically offered by a mental midget. 
KENNETH J. _WEDIG · 
On Vandalism: .. 
This past April 16th I was pleased 
to take delivery of new car and the 
first order of business was to drive 
it to Xavier for an evening class. No 
sooner did I puli into the ~6rth 
Parking lot than Blam! My car was. 
hit and dented by a water balloon 
thrown from an upper story window 
of· Kuhlman Hall. After four years 
of nothing but pleasant experiences 
at Xavier, ·some punk who has yet 
learned to act as a respo!Jsi.ble adult 
has to ruin everything. What a pity 
that some children. cannot be turned 
loose without their acting in an ir-
. responsible manner. , 
Apparently, there are many 'who 
cannot. ·one· only has to look at the 
Grasser<ll? 
. , We, the students of Edgecliff cam-
_pus, would like to extend q1,1r con-
gratulations to Todd_ Brennan arid 
those· in his ·camp- fo.r takirig over 
·the Gra5ser and insuring its. success 
in such a large proportion and 
professi9nal manner. Although it was 
not at Edgecliff and it was n.ot a 
Grasser. (i.e. on the grass), the' in-
tention' was there, wasn't it? 
This, to us, is just another ex-
ample of one individual intruding 
;on a well-organized event that could 
have been beneficial to many. In the 
future, we can only· hope that the 
good of the whole can precede that 
of individual gain. Let us end with 
thC: followiilg questions: Maturity? 
Intelligence? Integrity? Student Rep-
resentation? · 
Henry Oberling 
This letter was signed by 25 other 
individuals. 
·Gender blunder 
A lack o( professional and con-
sistent editorial policy was evident 
in last week's Xavier News when 
comparing the two articles "New· 
Group for Everywomap Meets',' and· 
Hirsch Inaugurates Writers ·series." 
The double standard is blatant and 
annoying.. . . . 
The· first article mentioned de-
scribes a discussion group dealing 
with feminist issues. Three ·faculty 
members involved with the group 
are. all professors with Ph.D.'s. How-
ever, this professio&al title was omit-
ted for all three and . the article even 
named one of the professors ''Ms.'' 
The same person's full name was 
used throughout the article. 
' . 
very funny. Two female editors·. 
_ should be more professionally aware 
and should be on the lookout for 
such blunders . 
This is an issue riot only for 
women but also for anyone who 
wishes to put out a credible and 
respectable publication. I hope that 
double . standard policy is not per-
manent (or even temporary!). 
Marianne Dumbacher 
The Xavier News wishes to apologize 
for the effor. · 
'· 
'collegiate camouflage_ 
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'Just because someone will pick it up· 
doesn't make it okay. I won't ~n 
waste any more words on it, suffice 
to. say there is no excuse for littering. 
· walkway running from the North 
Parking Lot beside Kuhlman Hall 
after a Saturday night to see what a 
mess children· can create. The walk-
way is replete with broken b.eer bot~ 
ties, wet rolls of toilet paper ~nd 
other varied items. What a shameful 
way to treat a beautiful campus like 
Xavier's. I have fully ·enjoyed my 
association with Xavier University, 
but I must admit I'm 'glad. to. be 
leaving. I feel that the student body 
This inconsistency is so obvious 
because all three articles surrounding · w E E s u 0 H K A E L B 1 1 L 
I'm just asking people to act like 
real human beings. I am ashamed 
as a student here that I must raise 
this issue. I would like to think 
better of those around me. I feel 
like a parent, and I'm certainly not, 
in what I'm about to say and in 
what I've .. had to say thus far, but 
is definitely deteriorating. . 
Please withhold my name in order 
to avoid any vandalism ,~o my car. 
Name withheld upon request. 
· "Everywoman'.' consistently m·en-
- tioned male faculty members differ-
ently. Professional Ph.D. status ac-
companied all male faculty 
members'. names. Also, first names 
.were never repeated after the person's 
identity was made obvious. Instead, 
the last name served · to sufficiently 
identify the person. , 
The irony of this situation ·is not 
1-l ow. CllN "THE $11.\~ wormi ~ 
Mll~RIE:S MIV RS~Tlo~ 
'IB~ CM>.6'. To~ ~~H 
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BasebaHers Clinch Division Title 
BY BARBARA STEGEMAN ' 
Xavier's baseball team · clinched 
the Northern Division title of. the 
Midwestern City conference :it; home 
Sunday with a 5-1 victory over De-
troit. It was the third game. of the 
four-game series in which the Mus-
_keteers captured the crown for the 
second consecutive year. VD lost 
three of the four games, with two 
of those three by a .one run margin 
in the bottom of the last inning. 
. The dramatic series began Satur-
day wit~ the Musketeers winning 
game one, 4-3, in 10 innings. With 
··two out in the tenth, junior short-
stop Tim Rizoo reached first on .. a 
single, stole second, and scored on 
Chris Floyd's game winning. single 
to left-center field. Starter Pete Sher-
man went the distance for his fourth 
win of the year. 
In game two of the afternoon, the 
tables turned in UD's favor 4-2. 
Detroit applied the pressure early 
with lead-off batter Vince Colarossi 
pounding a 1-1 pitch out of the 
park. Colarossi crossed the plate 
again in_ the thitd inning on a single, 
and a tWo. base Musketeer error fol· 
lowed by another UD Single gave 
the Titans a 2-0 lead. 
In the;. fifth, with two out and 
one on, senior ·second baseman Ted 
Shalloe launched a shot over the left 
field wall to. tie the score at 2 on" 
his ninth home run of the s.eason. 
Detroit responded in the sixth 
with two more runs .on three hits tb 
conclude th~ scoring at 4"2, UD. 
Xavier right-hander Dave Neuer was 
handed the loss bringing his 1985 
record to 4-5. 
On Sunday, the ~hallenge contin-
ued. Needing· one win to reclaim 
. , 
FREE SCREENING· 
UNIVERSITY CENTER THEATRE 
FRIDAY, MAY 3 
8:00 PM. 
sponsored by . · 
STUDENT ACTIVITIES COUNCIL 
XAVIER UNIVERSITY 
Seating is on a first·come, first-admitted basis. 
Please arrive early to assure seating. 
452F 
······\···· ALSO COMING: "FLETCH" WEDNESDAY, MAY 8-2:30 PM •••••••••• \ 
the right time. Coordinating hitting 
with pitching, they strolled off with 
a 5-1 Northern Division champion-
ship victory. 
It would have been difficult to 
give "Star of the Garn~" horiors to 
just one player as several Musketeers· 
contributed. The team's defense 
peaked in this series with outstand-, 
ing catches in the outfield· and su- · 
perior stabs in t.he infield.- "Rizzo 
and Shalloe played.tough on defense 
with clutch hitting. as well against 
Detroit,". said XU Head Coach Larry 
Redwine. · 
-Titan Head Coach Bob Miller,· for-
mer pitcher for the Philadelphia 
Phillies, told Redwine 'after the game 
that Shalloe and Rizzo made some 
defensive plays that he had never 
seen in the big leagues. 
Sophomore Glenn Colgan pitched 
one of his best game of the season 
setting down the first ·10 Titan bat-
ters. The right~hander gave up one 
run on five hits and walked none in 
the seven-inning bout,· boosting his 
record to 4-2. "Glenn's development 
throughout the course of·the season 
ha5 been fantastic,'' said Redwine. 
"He was really p~mped up to beat 
Detroit since Detroit is his . home-
town.'' 
On offense, sophomore catcher 
Chris Floyd had a 3 for 3 day driving 
in three· of XU's five runs. "Chris 
Floyd is probably the most mentally 
tough player on our team," said 
Redwine. "When we· need it, .,he's 
there." 
Rizzo came through in the lineup 
going 2 for 3 and scoring all three 
of Floyd's RBis. . 
Shalloe broke two more one-season 
school records with a 2-for-4 per-
formance and the other . two XU 
runs. Xavie(s quad-captain second 
baseman broke the doubles record 
set by Tim Nichting (15) in 1981 
and the hits record set by Pete Spoerl 
(70) in i982 with a lead-off double 
·to left-center field in the last ·of the 
third. His_ last trip to the plate ·he 
blasted a solo shot to left field for 
the Musketeers' final run. 
In the series finale, the Musketeers· 
came from behind· to pull out ·a 4-
3 "(_in in 11 innings. Detroit held a 
2-0 lead after seven and a half in-
nings with XU limited to three hits. 
In the last of the eightji, freshman 
Scott Lawson led-off with a pinch-
hit homerun to cut the Titan lead 
to two. The. team came back to tie 
it up irr the ninth with singles by 
Dan Froehle and Ed Vargo, a run 
scoring double by Jim Robben and 
a sacrifice fly by' Lawson. 
Xavier was saved in the eleventh 
when Vargo hit a game winning 
home run off the top of the center• 
field wall for his third hit of the 
game. 
The Musketeers, now 25-24-1~ are 
over the . 500 mark for the first time 
this season since before the Florida 
trip. They hosted. Ball State Wednes-
day and will travel, to Wilmington 
for two Friday and Ball State for :two 
on Tuesday. 
Xavier enters conference tourna-
ment action· May 16 at Ora:! Roberts 
University. The Musketeers will face 
either Oklahoma City or Evansville 
from the Southern Division while 
Notre Dame, second seed in the 
North will meet the South's first 
seed ORU. 
Sports 
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Reds' <Promising Young Pitcher: Browning 
--.... , 
BY JIM AVRITT the minors last season not much was 
An effective young left-handed expected of him. After all, the Reds 
pitcher is a rare c.ommodity ii'! major were out of the pennant race and· it 
lel!-gue baseball. That is w,hy the .. was time to experiment with yoµnger 
Cfo.cinnati Reds are fortunate to have players. Howevel"i this season he .will 
Tom Browning, who may very well . be counted or heavily as the Reds 
be the . most. promising rookie. left- only left-handed\ starter. One might 
hander in ·either the National or expect a younger .player to feel added 
Currently, Browning has yet to 
'establish any career goals. He would 
like to play a few years before looking 
into the future. At this point he 
would like to be known as a con- , 
sistent and aggressive -pitcher:.-'- one 
who is not afraid to challenge hitters. 
ball, then I sneak the tastball by 
them." 
This is primarily why he has been 
termed a ''backwards pitcher.'• The 
term was applied because of the way 
in which he attempts to: outguess 
and confuse hitters. "I t~y to get . 
him looking for one pitch and then 
American league: pressure, but such is not. the "case· 
with Browning. ''I think a lot of 
the pressure that people feel is put 
on by. themselves. They go out and 
·do things _that they aren't capab)e 
. After being drafted . by i:he Reds_ 
in .June 1982, Browning has pro-
gressed rapidly through the organi-
zation." 
come with something else; I also 
Iri the minor leagues Browning never pitch· a hitter the same way 
led both the Pioneer League and twice· in a row. It's always been my 
American Association in strikeouts. style," Browning said. 
However, it is difficult to perceive · 
· of doing. As long as I keep a level 
head and not let this big league 
·' ·On. September .9. Browning made' exposure get ~o me and. do my· job 
his major league debut against. the ·every fourth day then I'll be fine,'' 
Dodgers and recorded an impressive said Browning. 
5-1 ·victory. While, appearing in only 
two. other gaines, .he still managed 
Browning as a strikeout pitcher. The · 
majority of stdkeout leaders are 
"power pitchers" like Nolan Ryan; 
Mario Soto, .and DwiRht Gooden. 
But this is not characteristic of 
Browning's style. Browning does not 
consider himself a strikeout pitcher. 
"There are some games when you' re 
gonna be. on and the strikeouts will 
come. I just concentrate on keeping 
the ball down and getting ahead of 
.the hitters. A lot of hitters tend to 
give up on the outside pitch:· They 
only look for pitches in their zqne 
and they won't swing otherwise. 
Once I get two. strikes on them then 
·_to attract the attention of player/ 
manager Pete Rose, posting a 1-0 
record with a 1.54 E.R.A. 
With twenty-two years of major 
league experience, Rose has wit-
nessed many young pitehers come 
and go. When asked if Browning 
has something special, Rose re~ 
sponded, "Hell yes. He's so much 
more mature and advanced than 
pitchers ten years ago~ Tom is always 
poised and in control when he's out 
there. He's·a·pitcher - not a 
thrower,. which · makes·' hirri differ~ 
ent." Walking away from the batting 
· cage, Rose -glanced back and said, 
''Just wait:· In . years to come he's 
gonna be . something special.'' 
When Browning came up from 
Thus far this season, Browning has 
lived up to those expectations. In 
three appearances he has recorded 
two victories and a microscopic . 54 
E.R.A. which ranks third in the 
National League. 
When asked about his goals for 
the season Browning laughed and · 
said "To stay here all year." He then 
added, "My main goal is to pitch a 
lot of innings - 6, 7, or 8 each 
time out. I'm not going to set my 
sights on a certain number of wins. 
If I keep myself in the_ ballgame. 
then the wins will come." 
Thus far: he has been successful 
in doing this. As a Red, he has 
pitched in a total of 47 innings, 
averaging 7.8 innings per start. 
I have a real advantage and that's 
where the strikeouts come in,'' ex-
plained Browning. 
Karate Ta·kes ·• First 
Browning has no. future plans to 
add . another pitch fo his . repertoire 
which includes fastball, slider, and a 
.wicked screwball. However, he would 
like to improve the consistency of 
his slider which is used primarily 
against lefthanded jlitters. Thus far, 
Browning qas been pleased with the 
consistency of his screwball which he 
calls "my out pitch." He explained 
that it makes the fastball look a 
little harder. "Once I get a hitter 
thinking and looking for .the screw-
BY MIKE CHASE . 
Two members of Xavier's Karate 
Club took first place in their divi-
. sions in free fighting oompetition 
last Saturday, April 27 at a Cincin-
nati karate _tournament. 
George Kucik and Ted long both 
placed first in their divisions in the 
17th Ahn Queep. City Classic held 
at Princeton High School. Ahn kar-
ate schools from across the region 
participated. Xavier's Karate Club is 
instructed by and competes with 
Ahn schools. 
Long, who fought as a lightweight 
in i:he blue/green belt division, had 
four matches. He won them -3.0;. 2-
1,. 3-Ci, and 2-1 to finish at 4-o for 
the. tournament and .a first pface 
finish. · 
to the opponent's scoring area. After 
each point, the match is stopped 
and the contestants begin again from 
starting position. Matches last for ~ 
two minutes or three points, which 
ever comes first. 
There were competitions in break-
ing (boards and such), free fighting, 
form and weapons form in the tour-
nament. Xavier's club competed in 
form and sparring only. 
Three other members of ·xavii:r's 
Karate Club participated in the spar- , 
ril).g competition: Dave Tobin, Pat· 
· Hess and Bill -Tansey all competed 
in the white-belt classification. It was 
the first tournament for all three. 
Pat Hess, heavyweight, placed fourth . 
in his division. 
"They all did really well for their 
first tournament,'' said Karate Club 
captain Ted L9ng. "Beginners usu-
ally lose their first fight.'.' 
For Browning, making it to the 
majors and playing for the Reds is 
the fulfillment of a life long dream. 
While growing up in Casper, Wyo-
ming, the Reds were his favorite 
team and his idols were none other 
than Pete Ro.se and Johnny Bench. 
As one might expect,, Browning 
was initially awed by the presence 
of his boyhood idols. He explained, 
"When I was called up in Septem-
ber the first guy to meet me in the 
L.A. ·clubhouse was Pete Rose. I 
about fainted. I didn't know what 
"to say. You grow up ·seeing these 
guys play and then one day you' re 
standing next to chem and talking 
to them in the clubhouse. Some-
times you have to.pinch yourself and 
say I' rri really here. It's a great feel~ 
ing." 
However the ·road to the maiors 
was not without its pitfalls. As a 
freshman at Syracuse, Browning 
pitched very little which naturally 
upset him after coming from a high 
school where he was the ace. Dick 
Rockwell, the coach,· made it be 
known that" the job' would .not be 
handed to Browning. Browning cred-
its Rockwell with teaching him what 
the game was like both on and off 
the field. ''He caught me self dis-
cipline and generally turned my life 
around," said Browning. 
After Browning's junior year in 
which his team went to the College 
World Series, he transferred to Ten-
nessee Wesleyan. He. explained that 
during the· course of the year his 
academics had been neglected. In 
order.' to remain eligible he would 
have had to attend summer school. 
However, he wanted to play baseball 
during the summer in Virginia. So· 
he chose baseb\lll over academics. 
Surprisingly, this was the biggest 
break of his career, according to 
Browning. It was in Tennessee where 
he was subsequently spotted by a 
Reds scout. Had he remained at 
Syracuse it is doubtful that he would 
be in a Reds uniform .right now. 
On the field . Browning is an in-
tense individual. However, off the 
field he is layed back and relaxed. 
He is also a very . personable young 
man who is easy to talk with. If one 
makes it to Riverfront Stadium in 
time .for pre-game batting practice, 
'Browning can be. seen standing next 
to1kt~e rail!~[~[fl..in~,-autog~~phs. and · ta ing w1tu 1ans;... · 
: ; ~~: ~ 
Tom Brow~i~g 'has-an enthusiastic 
attitude that is contagious. Before 
each game he. comes to the park as 
early as possible. "It's a good at-
mosphere here. There's nothing else 
that I would rather be doing. I want 
to spend as much time here as I 
can.'' 
The man from Casper, Wyoming 
is indeed a refreshing change. 
. Kucik ·also had ·four fights in the 
heavyweight category, and won all of 
them .. His scores were 2-o; 1"0 iri 
overtime, 1-0, and 2-0. He 'did not 
have a 'point scored against him. 
Free fighting ·is scored by· clean 
blows landed, either punches or kicks 
. Karate Club idnstructed by Kim 
·Limes, Ken Kretchmeyer, and Rick 
Clarke. SAVE WITH. A· HERTZ PENSKE TRUCK RENTAL. 
KNOW YOUR OPTIONS! 
r.:::D. 
~ 
Low Price Insura:vce 
Autos - Cycles - Tenants 
871-3340. 
ALL LOCAL f\ND ONE WAY TRUCK RENTALS SUBJECTTO HERTZ-PENSKE STANDARD RENTAL QUALIFICATIONS 
Herbz CALL: 771-7701 
HERTZ PENSKE LEASES AND RENTS FORDS AND OTHER STUROY TRUCKS. 
' ' 
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Bogart Bill 
Bogart's will be featuring a fine 
array of both local and · natfonal 
acts in the upcoming· weeks. 
Some of the acts coming our way 
include: Warren Zevon, Stanley 
Clarke, Commander Cody and 
his Modern Airmen, Rubber. 
Soul, Eastwine, Heavy Metal 
Monday, and Chastain/C.].S.S .. 
All of these acts promise exciting 
shows, so don't be left out. 
Dear John ... , 
Any of you out there ever had to 
write one of those extremely dif-
ficult letters to someone you 
thought was the one, but really 
wasn't? Well, a man from Mich-
igan, Shaffer Fox,. wants to pay 
you as much as $30.00 for sharing 
·your experiences in an upcoming 
book titled, "How We Say Good-
bye Forever in the U.S.A." This 
book will contain final goodbye 
letters from every state in the 
nation. Fox currently has over 100 
of these letters on hand' but at 
least 300 more are needed for 
both the first edition, and the 
planned sequel, ".How We Say 
Goodbye Forever in the U.S.A., 
II.'' Mose .imporcamJy, Fox says 
he-..will pay $5.00 for every letter 
received, and $25.oo· for every 
\c:LtCt pub.I~~ Want to · be a 
. part of this book? ·S~rid all letters 
to: ~ 
Goodbye. Forever 
P.O. Box 1015, 
Owosso, Michigan. 48867 
Arts at N.K.U. 
Northern Kentucky University 
will be holding auditions for roles 
. in their summer dinner theater, 
on Sunday, May 5, from 2-5 
p.m., and also on Monday May 
6, from 7-10· p.m. Auditions will 
7oa Sr;UpU 
be held at the Black Box, in the 
Fine Arts Center. Roles for Work-
ing, by Studs Terkel will be up 
for grabs. Hopefuls should have 
a monologue and a song pre-
pared. 
N.K.U. ·will also be sponsoring 
an art exhibit featuring the work 
of their graduating seniors, 
namely Ken Gibson, Andrew 
Hargis, and Sherry Warren. The 
exhibit will run from May 2-14, 
and admission is free. The exhibit 
will ·be held in the fine arts 
gallery. 
"Heart of the Dragon 
On May 6, at 8:00 p.m., Robin 
McNeil and Jim Lehrer :will pre-
miere, the 8,000,000 dollar pro- . 
duction of The Heart of the 
Dragon, a breath-taking portrait 
of China, a nation which contains 
roughly a quarter of the world's-· 
population. The television series 
is based upon the book written 
by Alisdair Clayre, and offers an 
intimate glimpse of this nation 
rarely afforded to westerners. 
Heart Of The Dragon is the only 
book/series t~ be approved by the • 
Vice-Premier of China. Open 
your eyes and your soul-catch 
this show. 
Looking for a good time? 
What .do you think when you 
hear the phrase ''pastoral mu- . 
sic?" Playing a piano in a rolling 
meadow? Fluting a sheep? Well, 
we don't know either. Actually, 
the internationally acclaimed jazz 
artist Dave Brubeck, and he will 
be presenting his latest work, The 
Voice of the Holy Spirit: Tongu.es 
of Fire. Performances will be held 
on June 27; at 8:00 p.m., at the 
Cincinnati Conve'mion Center; 
Pai and Mark - Why commute? 
MARK S. -no, the other one. 
Suzy, where's Livingston? 
Pam, only one roomma'.te at a rime-Please! B.C. 
Hobbies should also 'be careful when playing liquid M.M.-Losc my self rcspccr? Nah, Just a decent 
Yaczcc. _ro_om_m_•_ic_. _Bo_b_C_.--'·---------
Hobbits should not u~e large amounts of DEP ~·~ Lima, Ohio: th~ center of thC' universe. 
Anita, T~;~k positive. That medical" waiver is yours. I just noticed yesterday that life. isn't fair! 
Remember you've got a boulc riding on it. Cujo 
Way to go, Steve! All the way! Airborne!!!! Congrat-
ulations, DAD Ben. · 
Kathleen, You better write to me sooner this summer 
than you did over Christmas, or )'OU're in trouble. By · 
1hc way, am I sril a jerk?. If so, I love you anyway. 
Lots of love from Cincinnati, and soon, Paris. Cujo 
wmiam, I'm.psyched for next year. Rooming IOgcther 
On Larocca's Wing? Xavier will never be the same. 
Then agafo, neither will we, · 
Let's go for it, but first, I think I'm gonna need a 
drink. Cujo 
Hav~ a nice weekend, Freddie. Ben 
90T.K. # Guys like you make the convent look good! 
T.K. #22 can't ge1 it so he has to talk about it! 
Baseball players strike Ou1 on a regular basis. 
T.K. pitchers never get home runs! 
T.K. you never even got up to bat! 
T.K. #22 wishes may come truc but your siories never 
do! 
l:K. #22 if I had a dime for every lie I'd be rich ril 
th< day I die! 
T.K. #22 nice guys finish lasr so you must be #I! 
Orris: Search and you ·will ... find me. 
C.AXT: Rose arc red 
Violcrs arc blue 
Wish I'd had mart time 
To listen to you! me 
Pot, Pam, Mark, ond Mike:' 'Twas grcar ingesring food 
with you. B.C. 
Rich, break out the raincoats, I hear our new room 
will have water problems. Squirr 
Tim: h's a sad state of affairs Mr. Dw that our-time 
has gone so quickly. !'II be missing you. I love u. T. 
To the 4 wheels: you guys deserve the best-never 
sculc for l~ss. Bcsr of luck, T. 
Two central Brockman. Girls, thanks for a grCat year, 
Good luck wirh fin•ls. T. 
Hey guys, I chink it's time to get back to the music. 
Derck, I left you out of the Postscripts 1his- rime. Arc 
·you happy? . 
. Thank you, Marion boys for a great parry . Saturday 
night. 
Gosh, Bobby, what will ir be like to live in Brockman 
· again. 
Emily. have you dared any fuzzy foreigners larcly? 
Oh, ladies. I will say this only once: NO MORE 
SJNGERGRAMS ON MY PHONE AT l:Il AM!! or 
else ... Arthur 
Celeste, let's have a pillow-fight. Warch out for your 
head. 
Happy finals, everybody! 
Gadd. How .do you kiss a quarter pounder? Do you 
keep your eyes open? 
·Bob, I d:uc you to shoot the rlext person tha1 walks 
past rhe door. A.CC 
Pam, I'm· so glad thar I mer you this year. You havt' 
been a wcmdcrful friend. Take care 1his summer and 
make sure 1ha1 you come back next fall. You wouldn't 
want 10· leavt· mt' withotu ii roommatt, W4>Uld you? 
Love, Andrea 
Bo when yo~ need some love and tt:ndcrness and h's 
me that you miss. Herc's the key to unlm:k the <lout. 
To my house. 
. BY JOHN TYMOSKI 
and BRIAN STAPLETON 
On Thursday, April 25, the Min-
utemen came to Newport: for a p.er-
formance at the Jockey Club. From 
San Pedro, "the nucleus of the· band 
began playing together at the age 
of 13. Mike Watt and D. Boon 
star_ted playing together in :rock 
bands, and later came under the 
influence of the HolIYWood punk 
, rock scene. Despite a wide range of 
musical ability arid training (includ. · 
ing cla5sical); the .two formed a hatd-
core band called the Reactionaires. 
Later, . Watt 'and Boon. teamed ·up 
with . drummer· George Hurley to 
form the Minutemen. 
Whh a distinctively original style, 
which has been called everything 
from anti-fusion to post-punk fu. 
sion, the Minutemen have been 
wowing audiences everYWhere. Their 
format, 60 second songs with no 
repeating chorus, is carried off splen-
didly live thanks to a wealth of talent 
and tvlo decades of working on music 
together. 
A typical Minutemen show packs 
thirty odd songs into a forty minute 
set. Aside from all the titles forced 
upon the·m by the media, the Min-
utemen show everything in· concert 
from magnificent cover versions of 
"Green River" to the classical strains 
of "Cohesion." 
Our reporters caught up with the . 
band as they were loacli.ng. the whole 
show into the back of their white 
. tour van. Clearly without the cor-
porate money for a full compliment 
·:· : . .:. 
i 
of roadies, the band spoke candidly what we are ·doing·· because we ·have 
with us _about politics and .music. complete artistic freedom".. fr 'wiltild 
Unlike many of the bands we have . be nice not to have to·-travel. in this 
interviewed, the Minutemen came van, but not if that is. bought at. the 
across as a. talented band that en• price of bejng ab!~ to play the way: 
joyed performing and critics and re~'. we want. 
cord companies be damned. 
Fring~: We noticed that you finished Fringe: Would you labeJ · yourselves 
your set wit_h two cover tunes- a polii:ical band? 
"Gree1,1, River,'' by Creedence, and Minutemen: Well, we're not· ppliti~ 
·"Substitute," by the Who .. Can you cians, but we are political. But pol-
tell · us about your musical influ- itics is not the" be-all and end-all of · 
ences?, . . · what we're doing. We want our lis-
Minutemen: Well ·those two bands teners to be informed about the 
are two big: ones. We'
1
ve been influ- - issues we ·sing of: You know, we 
enced by a lot of bands. A-lot of want people .to know .what they'.r( 
very different bands. Blue Oyster saying before the~ condemn or af. 
Cult, the Sex Pistols, you name. it. firm the Sandillistas. - ·: . 
Fringe: You played at Ohio State 
the night before this, and tomorrow 
you head up north to Michigan. 
_Where else has this tour taken you, 
and where will it take you? 
Minutemen: Well, we've been doing 
a lot on the east coast. New York, 
Massachusetts, Providence .. -We've 
been on the roa·d for two weeks now, 
and this van is getting really sma!J, 
if you know what I mean. 
Fringe: You were here last year......:.do 
you_ like playing in this part of the 
country? Have you been getting a 
good response from the crowds? 
Minutemen: Yeah, we've been get-
ting a really goqd response especially 
with this last- album. · 
Fringe: Are there any plans to sign 
with a major label? 
Minutemen: No, not right now, un-
less SST signs a distribution deal 
.with a big label. We're happy with 
Fringe: What are you immediate 
plans for the furu1e? · 
Minutemen: Well, we're going to. 
finish this tour; and then we're 
go~na take some time off. After . 
that, we' re going to toui with the 
Dead Kennedy's, and Husker Du. 
Fringe: f noticed a video off of your 
Double Nickels On the Dime, can 
we expect more videos? 
Minutemen: Well, that's hard to say .. 
_ If SST springs for another one. It 
was a lot of fun to do budt is not 
our main direction. . .. 
Fringe: Getting back to the political · 
thing, I noticed that ,you were pass-
ing out literature during the _show 
about Central America. Can you tell 
us a little about that? · 
Minutemen: It alLgoes back to what 
I said about the need for people ·to 
be ·informed. Too often people just 
believe what ever is ~aid to them . by 
people in authority, and we simply ·. 
want people to realize this . 
UNIVERSITY COMMITTEE 
'OPENINGS 
* Admissions and Financial Aid 
* Athletic Board · 
* Committee ·an Awards, Convocation & Commencement 
* Budget Review 
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* Fine and Performing ARts 
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* Student Prcigrams and Publications 
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Applications available at the Information Desk 
or in the SGA Office 
Application DeacOine: 
Monday, May 6L 5:00pm in the SGA Office 
